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1. Introduction
The process `N → hX, i.e., the single inclusive production of a hadron at large transverse
momentum in lepton-nucleon scattering, has attracted a lot of interest recently, both experimen-
tally [1, 2, 3, 4] and theoretically [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The reason for the interest in `N → hX
comes from the study of single transverse-spin phenomena in hadronic scattering processes. It is
well known that large single-spin asymmetries have been observed [11] for the process pp↑→ hX,
where p↑ denotes a transversely polarized proton. To explain the large size of the asymmetries,
and their persistence all the way from fixed-target to collider energies, has posed a major challenge
to theory. Although a lot has been learned, it is fair to say that a fully satisfactory understanding
has yet to be obtained. Measurements of corresponding asymmetries in the kinematically equiv-
alent, but much simpler, processes `N↑ → hX, `N↑ → jetX have the promise to shed new light
on the mechanisms for single-spin asymmetries in QCD. First fairly precise experimental data for
`N↑→ hX have recently been released by the HERMES [2, 3] and Jefferson Lab Hall A [4] collab-
orations.
We note that at first sight one might consider the related process `N↑→ `′X (which is just the
standard inclusive deep-inelastic (DIS) process) to be equally suited for transverse-spin studies in
lepton scattering. However, the analysis of the corresponding single-spin asymmetry is consider-
ably more complex because higher order QED effects are required for the asymmetry to be non-
vanishing [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. In the same spirit as `N↑→ hX, also the processes ~`N↑→ hX [17]
with longitudinal polarization of the lepton and `N → Λ↑X [18] with a transversely polarized Λ
hyperon have been considered in the literature recently.
The proven method for analyzing single-inclusive processes such as pp→ hX or `N → hX
at large transverse momentum rests on QCD perturbation theory and collinear factorization. For
single-transverse-spin observables, this involves a twist-3 formalism in terms of three-parton corre-
lation functions of the nucleon or the fragmentation process [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28].
Interestingly, the recent study [28] suggests that the twist-3 fragmentation effects could be the
dominant source of the observed large transverse-spin asymmetries in pp↑→ hX.
The collinear twist-3 approach has been used recently to obtain predictions for the spin asym-
metry in `N↑→ hX. In Ref. [7] a leading order (LO) twist-3 analysis has been presented in terms
of parton correlation functions that were previously extracted from data for pp↑→ hX. The results
obtained in this way fail to describe the HERMES data [2, 3] for the spin asymmetries in `N↑→ hX.
A comparison of perturbative calculations to the corresponding JLab data [4] is not possible as the
data are for hadrons with transverse momenta below 1 GeV.
In our view it is premature to draw any conclusions from these findings at LO. Given the
kinematics (and the precision) of the present data, one may expect higher-order QCD corrections
to the cross sections and the asymmetry to be important [7] for a meaningful comparison of data
and theory. At least next-to-leading order (NLO) corrections should be included. We stress that
the twist-3 formalism, although so far only developed to LO, offers a well-defined framework for a
perturbative study of the transverse-spin asymmetry in `N↑→ hX.
In a recent paper [29], we took a first step toward an NLO calculation of the transverse-spin
asymmetry for `N↑ → hX by computing the NLO corrections to the spin-averaged cross section
for the process, which constitutes the denominator of the spin asymmetry. In the following we will
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briefly present the main steps of the NLO calculation of Ref. [29]. Numerical predictions of the
unpolarized cross-sections for several future and present-day experiments were presented as well
in [29]. We found in [29] that the NLO corrections can become quite sizeable in particular for
experiments at lower energies. It is illustrative to consider so-called K-factors, i.e. the ratio of the
NLO-result divided by the LO-result for a certain observable. The K-factors quantify the size of the
NLO-correction, and we will give numerical predictions for those K-factors in these proceedings.
2. NLO calculation
First, we give a brief review of the calculation presented in Ref. [29] of the spin-averged cross
section of the process `(l) +N(P)→ h(Ph) + X up to NLO accuracy in pQCD. A large transverse
momentum Ph⊥  ΛQCD of the produced hadron sets a hard scale, so that perturbative methods
may be used for treating the cross sections. It is useful to introduce the Mandelstam variables as
S = (P+ l)2, T = (P− Ph)2 and U = (l− Ph)2. Furthermore, we label the energy of the detected
hadron as Eh and its three-momentum by ~Ph.
In collinear leading-twist perturbative QCD the hadronic cross section is approximated by con-
volutions of hard partonic scattering cross sections and parton distribution/fragmentation functions.
The momenta of the incoming parton, kµ, and of the fragmenting parton, pµ, which appear in the
calculation of the partonic cross sections, are approximated as kµ ' xPµ and pµ ' Pµh/z, respectively.
It is then convenient to work with the partonic Mandelstam variables
s = (k+ l)2 = xS , t = (k− p)2 = x
z
T, u = (l− p)2 = U
z
. (2.1)
The general form of the factorized cross section for the inclusive hadron production process then is
Eh
d3σ`N→hX
d3Ph
=
1
S
∑
i, f
∫ 1
0
dx
x
∫ 1
0
dz
z2
f i/N(x,µ)Dh/ f (z,µ) σˆi→ f (s, t,u,µ) , (2.2)
where f i/N(x,µ) is the parton distribution function (PDF) for the incoming parton i in the nucleon N
and Dh/ f (z,µ) the corresponding fragmentation function (FF) for parton f fragmenting into hadron
h, both evaluated at a factorization scale µ. In Eq. (2.2), σˆi→ f is the partonic cross section for the
lepton-parton scattering process, `+ i→ f + x, with x an unobserved partonic final state. The sum
in Eq. (2.2) runs over the different species of partons, quarks, gluons and antiquarks.
The partonic cross sections σˆi→ f in Eq. (2.2) can be calculated in QCD perturbation theory.
One may write their expansion in the strong coupling as
σˆi→ f = σˆi→ fLO +
αs
pi
σˆ
i→ f
NLO +O(α2s) . (2.3)
At lowest order (LO) only the tree-level process `q→ q` shown in Fig. 1a contributes. The calcu-
lation of its cross section is straightforward. One finds
σˆ
q→q
LO = 2α
2
eme
2
q
s2 +u2
t2
δ(s+ t+u) , (2.4)
where αem is the fine structure constant and eq is the quark’s fractional charge.
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Figure 1: a) LO diagram for lepton-quark scattering. b) Virtual diagrams at NLO in Feynman gauge.
For a calculation of the hard partonic cross section to NLO accuracy it is convenient to rewrite
the x- and z-integrals in Eq. (2.2) in terms of new variables v = 1 + t/s and w = −u/(s+ t). Us-
ing (2.1), we have
x =
1− v
vw
U
T
, z =
−T
(1− v)S , (2.5)
and Eq. (2.2) becomes
Eh
d3σ`N→hX
d3Ph
=
(−U
S 2
)∑
i, f
∫ 1+ TS
U
T+U
dv
v(1− v)
∫ 1
1−v
v
U
T
dw
w2
Hi f (v,w) σˆi→ f (v,w,µ) , (2.6)
where we have defined
Hi f (v,w) ≡ f
i/N(x,µ)
x
Dh/ f (z,µ)
z2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
x= 1−vvw
U
T ,z=
−T
(1−v)S
. (2.7)
We note that the invariant mass of the unobserved recoiling partonic final state is given by s+ t+u=
sv(1−w). The function δ(s+ t+u) ∝ δ(1−w) in the LO cross section (2.4) expresses the fact that
at LO the recoil consists of a single parton.
At the NLO level, the virtual contributions shown in Fig. 1b contribute through their interfer-
ence with the Born diagram in Fig. 1a. The virtual contributions thus have Born kinematics and
are proportional to δ(1−w). Since we are only interested in QCD virtual corrections, only the
quark line is affected, and we may adopt the result directly from the corresponding calculation in
Ref. [30] for the basic photon-quark scattering diagrams in DIS. This gives
σˆ
q→q
NLO,vir =
CFαs(µ)
2pi
Γ(1−ε)2Γ(1 +ε)
Γ(1−2ε)
(
4piµ2
−t
)ε (
− 2
ε2
− 3
ε
−8
)
σˆ
q→q
LO,ε , (2.8)
where
σˆ
q→q
LO,ε = 2α
2
eme
2
q
1
sv
(
1 + v2
(1− v)2 −ε
)
δ(1−w) . (2.9)
is the Born cross section computed in 4−2ε dimensions. Furthermore, CF = (N2c −1)/2Nc, with Nc
the number of colors.
The real diagrams in Figs. 2a, 2b, 2c have 2→ 3 topology. To obtain the desired contribution
to an inclusive-parton cross section we need to integrate over the phase space of the lepton and the
“unobserved” parton in the final state. This can be done in 4− 2ε dimensions using the standard
techniques available in the literature [31, 32, 33].
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Figure 2: NLO real-emission diagrams. There are three partonic channels at NLO: (a) q→ q, (b) q→ g, (c)
g→ q.
The result for the real NLO contributions in 4−2ε dimensions, although well-defined, is rather
lengthy and not presented at this point. The limit ε→ 0 has to be taken with care. In an expansion
in ε one finds a resulting 1/ε2-pole which constitutes itself in the q→ q channel in Fig. 2a. This
double pole cancels against the 1/ε2-pole of the virtual contribution in Eq. (2.8). This behaviour
reflects the cancelation of infrared singularities in partonic observables.
After the cancelation of infrared singularities between real and virtual contributions, the par-
tonic cross sections still exhibit single poles 1/ε that reflect collinear singularities arising when an
“observed” parton (either the incoming one, or the one that fragments) becomes collinear with the
unobserved parton. The factorization theorem states that these poles may be absorbed into the par-
ton distribution functions or into the fragmentation functions. This procedure may be formulated
in terms of renormalized parton densities and fragmentation functions.
Even after this procedure, one type of collinear singularity remains. It is generated by a mo-
mentum configuration where the exchanged photon is collinear to the incoming lepton. The pres-
ence of this singularity is an artifact of neglecting the lepton’s mass.
One approach for dealing with the collinear lepton singularity is to introduce bare and renor-
malized QED parton distributions for the lepton − typically called Weizsäcker-Williams (WW)
distributions [34, 35] − much in analogy with the renormalization procedure for the nucleon’s par-
ton distributions. The only differences are that for leptons the partons are the lepton itself and
the photon, and that we can safely compute their distributions in QED perturbation theory (cf.
Ref. [29]).
The hard process involving an incoming lepton will always require two electromagnetic in-
teractions and hence be of order α2em, as seen explicitly in Eq. (2.4). This is different for a hard
process with an incoming photon such as γq→ qg, which is of order αemαs. This implies that
at NLO in QCD (at order α2emαs) there will be contributions generated by the photon acting as a
parton of the lepton and participating in the hard process. Such types of contributions are known
as Weizsäcker-Williams contributions. In essence, in this situation the lepton merely serves as a
source of real photons for those WW - contributions.
Since the Weizsäcker-Williams distribution is subject to (M¯S)-renormalization as well, the
remaining collinear singularity that we encounter in the calculation of the real NLO contributions
in Figs. 2a, 2b, 2c is canceled in this renormalization procedure. Eventually, one ends up with a
well-defined NLO result in four dimensions.
One may adopt a second approach to deal with the collinear lepton-photon singularity. In prin-
ciple one may perform a full calculation in which the lepton’s mass is kept finite. This is trivial for
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the virtual diagrams, since the QCD corrections do not affect the lepton line. However, inclusion
of a lepton mass considerably complicates the phase space integrations for the real diagram. Nev-
ertheless, it is possible to compute the relevant integrals using the results given in Ref. [32]. One
may then expand the result in powers of the lepton mass and neglect terms suppressed by powers
of O(m`). In this way, the “would-be” collinear singularity is regularized by the lepton mass and
shows up as a term ∼ ln(m2` ). Terms independent of m` are also kept.
One explicitly finds that the two approaches for treating the initial lepton are equivalent: The
full result obtained using the WW contribution agrees with that for m` , 0, as long as one only
keeps the leading terms.
Next, we briefly present the structure of the final results for the full partonic cross sections
in analytic form. Combining the cross section (2.6) for massless leptons with the Weizsäcker-
Williams contribution we may write the full NLO cross section as
Eh
d3σ`N→hX
d3Ph
=
(−U
S 2
)∑
i, f
∫ 1+ TS
U
T+U
dv
v(1− v)
∫ 1
1−v
v
U
T
dw
w2
Hi f (v,w)
[
σˆ
i→ f
LO (v) +
αs(µ)
pi
σˆ
i→ f
NLO(v,w,µ)
+ f γ/`ren
(
1−v
1−vw ,µ
) αs(µ)
pi
σˆ
γi→ f
LO (v,w)
]
, (2.10)
where Hi f (v,w) has been defined in Eq. (2.7). The LO contribution, present only for the channel
q→ q with an incoming quark that also fragments, was already given in (2.4). For the NLO term
in this channel we find
σˆ
q→q
NLO(v,w,µ) =
α2eme
2
qCF
svw
[
Aq→q0 δ(1−w) +Aq→q1
(
ln(1−w)
1−w
)
+
+
1
(1−w)+
{
Bq→q1 ln
(
1− v
v(1− v(1−w))
)
+ Bq→q2 ln(1− v(1−w)) +Bq→q3 ln
(
sv2
µ2
)}
+Cq→q1 ln(v(1−w)) +Cq→q2 ln
(
(1− v)w
1− vw
)
+ Cq→q3 ln
(
1− v
(1− vw)(1− v(1−w))
)
+Cq→q4 ln
(
s
µ2
)
+Cq→q5
]
, (2.11)
where the coefficients Aq→qi , B
q→q
i , C
q→q
i are functions of v and w and their explicit form may be
found in Ref. [29]. The channels q→ g and g→ q have simpler expressions:
σˆ
q→g
NLO(v,w,µ) =
α2eme
2
qCF
svw
[
Cq→g1 ln(1− v(1−w)) +Cq→g2 ln
(
1− v
(1− vw)(1− v(1−w))
)
+Cq→g3 ln
(
v(1−w)s
µ2
)
+Cq→g4
]
, (2.12)
σˆ
g→q
NLO(v,w,µ) =
α2eme
2
qTR
svw
[
Cg→q1 ln
(
(1− v)w
1− vw
)
+Cg→q2 ln
(
v(1−w)s
µ2
)
+Cg→q3
]
. (2.13)
The coefficients Cq→gi and C
g→q
i are again given in Ref. [29]. The partonic cross sections σˆ
γq→q
LO ,
σˆ
γq→g
LO , σˆ
γg→q
LO represent the Weizsäcker-Williams contributions in Eq. (2.10) for the relevant chan-
nels and we again refer the reader to Ref. [29] for their explicit form.
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Figure 3: K-factor (at a scale µ = Ph⊥) for the HERMES experiment plotted vs. the Feynman variable xF
and a binned transverse momentum Ph⊥.
3. K-factors
In Ref. [29] we utilized Eq. (2.10) in order to give numerical predictions for the spin-averaged
cross section of the process `+N → h+ X at fixed target experiments (Jefferson Lab, HERMES,
COMPASS) and a collider experiment (EIC). We investigated differential cross sections depending
on the longitudinal momentum component of the produced hadron (represented by a Feynman
variable xF or pseudorapidity η) at a fixed transverse momentum Ph⊥, or vice versa. We have
found particularly large NLO - corrections at low center-of-mass energies of the colliding lepton
and nucleon, in particular at JLab and HERMES energies. Although potentially scale dependent,
the so-called K-factor is an illustrative quantity to represent the magnitude of the NLO - corrections.
It is defined as
KNLO =
σNLO
σLO
. (3.1)
In the following we use the numerical results of Ref. [29] as input for the K-factors. In Fig. 3
we plot the K-factor for pi+-production at HERMES at
√
S = 7.25 GeV. It shows the K-factor as a
function of the Feynman variable xF in a bin 1 GeV< Ph⊥ < 2.2 GeV. We also examine the situation
where dominance of the Weizsäcker-Williams contribution is assumed and the NLO correction
caused by σˆi→ fNLO is assumed to be negligible (cf. Ref. [29]), and plot the corresponding K-factors
for two scales µ0 = Ph⊥ and µ0 =
√
S /2 in Fig. 3 (µ0 indicates a spurious scale in the separation of
WW - contributions and partonic NLO - contributions, see Ref. [29]). However, Fig. 3 as well as
Figs. 4 and 5 indicates that the LO term plus the WW contribution alone in Eq. (2.10) is not a good
approximation for the full NLO result. We also note that we obtain K-factors of similar size (∼ 2.5)
in a plot vs. the transverse hadron momentum Ph⊥.
In Fig. 4 we present our predictions for the K-factor as a function of xF for ` 3He→ pi+X
in 12 GeV scattering at the Jefferson Lab where we have assumed a fixed transverse momentum
Ph⊥ = 1.5 GeV. We observe in Fig. 4 that the NLO corrections are even larger compared to Fig. 3
7
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with a K-factor of about ∼ 2.5− 3.5. The Ph⊥-dependence (not shown here) displays a similar
behaviour.
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LO + WW (µ0=√}S /2);
Figure 4: K-factor (at a scale µ = Ph⊥) for the 12 GeV upgrade at Jefferson Lab plotted vs. xF and a fixed
transverse momentum Ph⊥.
The result of our NLO K-factors for COMPASS kinematics is shown in Figs. 5. COMPASS
uses a muon beam with energy 160 GeV, resulting in
√
S = 17.4 GeV. Following the choice made
by COMPASS, we use here the c.m.s. pseudorapidity η of the produced hadron rather than its
Feynman-xF . Pseudorapidity is counted as positive in the forward direction of the incident muon.
The COMPASS spectrometer roughly covers the region −0.1 < η < 2.38. From the η dependence
shown in Fig. 5 for a fixed transverse momentum Ph⊥ = 2 GeV we observe that the NLO K-factors
are significant but not as large as for HERMES and JLab. Their size is about ∼ 1.2−1.4. Strikingly,
the Weizsäcker-Williams contribution is very small here, even for the choice µ0 =
√
S /2. This may
be understood from the fact that the muon mass is about 200 times larger than the electron mass.
4. Conclusions
We have described the next-to-leading order calculations of Ref. [29] of the partonic cross
sections for the process `N → hX for which the scattered lepton in the final state is not detected.
In particular we have discussed the situation where the exchanged photon is radiated collinearly
to the incoming lepton. We have dealt with this situation in two ways. We have first set the mass
to zero and have regularized the ensuing collinear singularity in dimensional regularization and
then subtracted it by introducing a Weizsäcker-Williams type photon distribution in the lepton. In
the second approach, we have kept the lepton mass in the calculation directly, expanding all phase
space integrals in such a way that the leading mass dependence is obtained. Both approaches give
the same result.
We have presented phenomenological NLO predictions for three experimental setups for the
fixed-target experiments at HERMES, JLab12 and COMPASS in terms of NLO K-factors, a very
illustrative quantity to display the magnitude of NLO-corrections. We have found that the K-factors
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Figure 5: K-factor (at a scale µ = Ph⊥) for the COMPASS experiment plotted vs. the pseudorapidity η and
a fixed transverse momentum Ph⊥.
are particularly large for the low energy experiments at JLab12 (
√
S = 4.48GeV) and HERMES
(
√
S = 7.25GeV) where we predict K-factors from 2.5 up to 3.5. This behaviour has to be attributed
to the fact that for those small energies the plus distribution terms in Eq. (2.11) are large, especially
at negative xF or rapidity. For larger energies at COMPASS (
√
S = 17.4GeV) the K-factor is
1.2−1.4. Hence, it is significant but well-behaved.
Because of the large K-factors at HERMES and Jefferson Lab one may wonder whether the
perturbative expansion is under control. In particular when analyzing the data for a transversely
polarized target [2, 3, 4], one should take care as NLO corrections for transverse spin polarization
may be large as well. In fact, we argue that the unpolarized cross section should be measured
simultaneously to polarized observables for those experiments in order to ensure that perturbative
QCD works for the process `+N→ h+X at lower c.m.-energies.
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